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Have you ever pondered the mysteries of the universe? Looked up at the night

sky and wondered about the vastness that lies beyond? Humanity has grappled

with these questions for centuries, seeking meaning and understanding. In this

article, we embark on a cosmic journey beyond the myths of religion and scientific

materialism, delving into the depths of the unknown to uncover the astonishing

truths that await us.

The Clash of Beliefs: Religion vs. Science

Religion and science have long been seen as opposing forces, pulling humanity

in different directions. While religion seeks answers through faith and spirituality,

science strives to unravel the mysteries of the universe through evidence and

observation. However, by transcending these dichotomies, we can find a

harmonious cosmic view that encompasses both.
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Unveiling the Cosmic Order: Finding Ultimate Purpose

The concept of an ultimate purpose behind the creation of the universe is a

fundamental aspect of religious beliefs. In various religions, the notion of a divine

plan or a higher power governing our existence provides solace and meaning. On

the other hand, scientific materialism views the cosmos as a random occurrence,

devoid of any inherent purpose. But what if there is a deeper cosmic order that

combines both perspectives?

The Quantum Enigma: Mysteries of Reality

Quantum physics, the cutting-edge field of scientific exploration, has shattered

the foundations of our understanding of reality. It reveals a cosmos that is far

stranger and more mysterious than we could have ever imagined. From the mind-

bending phenomenon of entanglement to the uncertainty of particles, quantum

physics forces us to question our preconceived notions of the universe and opens

the door to a cosmic view that transcends the limited realm of scientific

materialism.

Awe-Inspiring Unity: Connectivity of All Existence

Religious teachings often highlight the interconnectedness of all existence,

emphasizing the harmony and unity underlying the fabric of the universe. Despite

their differences, science also uncovers incredible evidence supporting this

cosmic view. From the interconnected ecosystems of our planet to the intricate

interplay of the subatomic particles, the cosmos echoes a resounding message of

cosmic unity.

The Multiverse: A Tapestry of Infinite Realities

As science progresses, the idea of a multiverse, a vast tapestry of infinite parallel

realities, has emerged. While this notion may seem like science fiction, it holds



astonishing potential for bridging the gap between religion and scientific

materialism. The concept of a multiverse allows for the coexistence of different

dimensions, where multiple versions of reality, shaped by different belief systems

and scientific laws, exist simultaneously.

Transcending the Boundaries: A Quest for Cosmic Consciousness

Both religion and scientific materialism limit our understanding within their

respective frameworks. But what if we dare to transcend these boundaries and

embark on a quest for cosmic consciousness? By embracing a holistic approach

that amalgamates religious insights with scientific discoveries, we can unlock a

deeper understanding of the cosmos and our place within it.

: The Cosmic View Awaits

As we venture into the vast depths of the unknown, beyond the myths of religion

and scientific materialism, a cosmic view emerges. It is a perspective that

integrates the wisdom of ancient beliefs with the mysteries unraveled by science,

unveiling a profound understanding of the universe. So, let us embark on this

journey together, opening our minds to the wonders that await us!
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This book is an invitation to examine our universe from the standpoint of quantum

theory and what it actually tells us about reality. It shows how materialistic science

embraces a point of view that cannot be true, leaving us--as does religion--with a

mythic version of reality.       Quantum theory says there is no matter, only a world

full of fields with point-like "fundamental" particles-- excitations-- like

nanotornados. If this is so, all that we perceive is an illusion. What looks and feel

like hard matter does not exist as such. We engage with a virtual game or movie

or, perhaps, a holodeck fantasy as if it was real, but in the end we know it's not.

So too with our physical experience--the only thing different is that we haven't let

ourselves see or accept that our perceptions are only representations of reality.

What we experience is a reality, but not the reality.        Yet our illusory reality, our

story, our universe, is alive and intelligent: it is conscious throughout. It is not

matter that is primary, but consciousness. The totality of existence, according to

both science and spirituality, is one interconnected whole--emerging, making

choices, evolving deliberately as "an intelligent dance between organism and

environment."           Throughout the book a substantial number of scientists,

theists, philosophers, researchers, and elders of all kinds document this richer,

holistic, and comprehensive paradigm, illustrating how the standard model of

science, based in false assumptions as it is, cannot answer the essential

questions of both science and spirituality that humans have been asking

throughout history.        The aliveness and intelligence of flora and fauna, the

conscious emergence which suffuses evolution, and the self-reflective awareness

of humanity that allows us to participate with the universe in co-creating what is to
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come, are each described and documented here. Each is a feature of this

"Consciousness Paradigm," entirely contrasting with the mechanical, inert,

deterministic perspective contended by materialistic science.If we partake in a

living, mindful, and interconnected universe, not one wherein the richness of our

experience somehow arose out of dead matter, what can that possibly mean for

us?        Apparently, if we as humans are partners in shaping, in choosing, and in

creating what will be as we move forward, we have a job to do. We can be

passive and merely go along for the ride--like a self-absorbed pinball bouncing

noisily and erratically--or we can be agents of creating something more and

positive. We can intend to seek and act in ways that align with what is good and

true and beautiful. We can advocate for a future that enriches humanity and our

world, and we can align with evolutionary goals of survival and thrival. We can

become citizens engaged in "evolutionary spirituality," wherein what is good for a

part is good for the whole.        Thus, quantum theory leads us to a point of view

that can carry us forward with curiosity, celebration, and creativity. We are citizens

of this human story. We can reflect and choose and create, and we participate in

what will become next. That is our reality, virtual though it is, representing

something unknown and more. The remaining question is: what sort of citizens do

we choose to be?
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